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ABSTRACT
As the popularity of social network services (SNS) grows, users’ online behavior
is increasingly being affected by SNS browsing. Now, mobile device serve as a tool for
social connection, provides an increasingly important communication channel in
facilitating social connections. SNSs that are adequate for mobile devices have been
developed. To clarify web user social information behavior, this study used social
network sites to analyze smartphone user online behavior by collecting user clickstream
data over a period of 3 months. The influence of SNS browsing on types of external
sites visited—namely news, shopping, searches, forums, videos, and blogs—is
examined. This study used a site-centric approach, wherein user data was examined by
using association rules and the Jaccard Index to explore the relationship between SNS
and other online activities. We collaborates with InsightXplorer to recruit smart phone
users, collected 580 samples from the consumers who use the smartphone. First, usercentric approach will be conducted for correlation analysis to quantify the association
between SNSs and other categories, and then use the results as the standard to conduct
fixed effect model by exploring the duration of gender, age and weekdays/weekend at
24hrs. Second, site-centric approach will conduct correspondence analysis and
association rules by using users' session to gather all categories in the graph and explore
the relationship between the SNSs and the other categories. The result shows that
Taiwanese smartphone users use Facebook (both Web and App) as a news-seeking,
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topic-seeking, video-seeking and word-of-mouth–seeking platform. That means
Facebook will become a portal. When people want to find something interesting, the
first thing is to open Facebook and searching their timeline. Finally, based on the
findings, this study to provide a stepping stone for marketers and researchers to
understand web users’ social information behavior.
Keywords: Smartphone, Social information behavior, Web usage mining, Clickstream
data, Mobile commerce

INTRODUCTION
Since the rise of smartphones, numerous studies have investigated online
information behavior. In recent years, the impact of the online community has continued
to rise, and the use of social networking services is already one of the main behaviors
of Internet users. Google and Ipsos MediaCT interviewed 1,000 Taiwan Please check the
wording.se smartphone users aged 18–64 in 2013 and reported that 93% visited social
networking sites and that 61% visited the sites daily. In 2015, Foreseeing Innovative
New Digiservices (2015) reported that use of social networking sites was the third most
common online behavior. Studies have also examined the type of information (e.g.,
news and shopping) collected on smartphones. For example, in 2015, the Knight
Foundation commissioned Nielsen to survey how people used smartphones to access
news information. The results demonstrated that people used social networking apps
such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google+ to access news—most notably entertainment
news. Bronto (2015) reported that more men both browsed and purchased products from
online shopping sites than do women. Numerous studies support the theory that social
network sites affect smartphone user information behavior. “We Are Social and
Hootsuite” recently published the Digital in 2017 Global Overview report, which
reveals that more than half of the world’s population now uses the internet. This report
identified a wealth of other important milestones. Almost two-thirds of the world’s
population now has a mobile phone. More than half of the world’s web traffic now
comes from mobile phones. Most of the past literature discusses some privacy and
security issues using social networking sites, and less literature discusses the use
behavior between social networking sites and mobile devices.
Information behavior is changing as smartphones become increasingly pervasive,
allowing for more access to information. This study used web usage mining to explore
user smartphone clickstream data in order to reveal information behavior patterns. In
this paper, we clarify the following research question: Which of the following
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categories— news, shopping, forums, videos, and blogs—have relationships with the
social network sites (SNS)?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Mobile SNS

The increased use of the Internet as a new tool in communication has changed the
way people interact. According to traditional social network theory, a social network
refers to the aggregation of people who are connected socially through close
acquaintances, information sharing, and etc. (Garton et al., 1997). Today’s social
network theory focuses on online or Internet activities (Kwon & Wen, 2010; Nikou &
Bouwman, 2014).
Raacke and Bonds-Raacke (2008) discussed in light of the impact that friendnetworking sites have on communication and social needs of college students. Now,
cell phones serve as a tool for social connection, provides an increasingly important
communication channel in facilitating social connections. SNSs that are adequate for
mobile devices have been developed. However, mobile SNSs differ from the Internetbased sites because mobile SNS users are provided with the mobility to use services
anytime and anywhere (Zhou et al., 2010). Consequently, mobile SNSs are deemed to
include all of the following attributes: (1) attributes of social networks, (2) attributes of
the internet, and (3) attributes of mobility.
Most of the research on mobile telephony has explored the effects of mobile phone
calls and texts on maintaining pre-existing social connections (Ito, Okabe, & Matsuda,
2005; Katz, Katz, & Aakhus, 2002; Ling, 2004). Looney, Jessup, and Valacich (2004)
claimed that the capability of communicating from anywhere at any time offers
extraordinary flexibility and convenience, which can affect behavioral intentions.
Moreover, Ha, Kim, Libaque-Saenz, Chang, & Park (2015) founded on the theory of
uses and gratifications, this research attempts to identify gratifications driving mobile
SNSs use. The results shed light on social interactive gratification and mobile
convenience had an impact on all other gratifications. Chen, Hsu, & Lu (2018) study
impact of flow on mobile shopping intention, understanding how flow mediates
consumers’ mobile shopping intention can help online companies to formulate effective
marketing strategies. Theoretical implications and suggestions for future research are
provided.
Information Behavior and Social Information Behavior

Wilson (1999) propose that a user may feel “demand” and may accordingly exhibit
different patterns of information-seeking behavior. These patterns involve some
uncertainties that could result in a wider range of information search behaviors, in order
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to “meet the needs”, for example personality, environmental or emotional factors, etc.
So Wilson (2000) further conceived the following three terms: information behavior,
information-seeking behavior, and information-searching behavior. Pettigrew, Fidel, and
Bruce (2001) later proposed the name “online information behavior,” which has since
been the focus of substantial scholarly attention. Information behavior is the currently
the preferred term to describe the many ways in which people interact with information
(Bates, 2010). Broder (2002) identified three purposes of user in the informationsearching activities: navigational, information, transactional. Due to the development
of social network site, many information behavior studies focused on information
sharing. Rioux (2005) indicated that information can be shared through being given by
one person and received by others, information sharing cannot be completed by
individual alone. At least by two or more participants to participate in the information
sharing activities, so all the information sharing activities are occurring in the network.
This study focused on information behavior pertaining to social network sites and
examined information-seeking and information-searching activities during social
network browsing time. We define this behavior as “social information behavior.”
Sellen, Murphy, and Shaw (2002) studied mobile information behavior and
revealed that mobile users avoid complicated tasks such as information gathering
because of the tediousness of opening multiple browsers and typing long pieces of text
on mobile devices. Jones, Buchanan, Cheng, and Jain (2006) noted that internet-enabled
handheld mobile devices allowed users to fulfill their information needs even while they
are away from their offices and homes, but with a mobile device information needs, in
theory, can be fulfilled anywhere and anytime.
Web Usage Mining
Etzioni (1996) first proposed Mining Web mining, which is application of data
processing techniques that discover usage patterns of users from the available web data.
In order to extract useful information from user access patterns in web documents and
services, Cooley, Mobasher, and Srivastava (1997) classified Web mining into Web
content mining and Web usage mining. Then, in 2000, Kosala and Blockeel proposed a
third type of web mining-web structure mining-—which is based on network structures
as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Three types of mining (Cooley et al., 1997; Kosala & Blockeel, 2000)
Web usage mining typically involves using clickstream data to explore and analyze
patterns automatically. The Clickstream data refers to the record of user clicks between
web pages. Clickstream data, first applied by Huberman, Pirolli, Pitkow, and Lukose
(1998), uses to observe the data distribution of different web visitors to access the web
page. Chou, Li, Chen, and Wu (2010) indicated that collecting clickstream data for web
usage mining research can help us find more accurate information from user browsing
behavior. Web log files, also considered user clickstream data (Cooley, Mobasher, &
Srivastava, 1999), are commonly used in web usage mining. Cooley et al. (1999)
proposed a comprehensive approach, which comprises five difference tasks, including
data cleaning, user identification, session identification, path completion, and
formatting. In this study, these data pre-processing step is applied to processing web log
files.
Web Usage Mining Application
Web log files record user clickstream data; hence, they are used for analysis in web
usage mining because the log files contain user click records. Bucklin and Sismeiro
(2009) integrated previous academic studies of clickstream data and focused on two
types of clickstream data: user-centric and site-centric. User-centric focuses on
understanding user’s cross-site activity records, but the samples in a single site might
be inadequate. Site-centric pertains to user browsing behavior at a particular website,
but not necessarily to user’s background information. This study focused on site-centric
data.
Church and Smyth (2009) noted differences between information needs associated
with mobile searches and those associated with desktop searches. They attributed the
differences to the fact that mobile users were on the move and to their interest in locating
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different types of content. In log studies, Halvey, Keane, and Smyth (2006)
demonstrated that accesses to particular categories of pages when using mobile phones
vary relative to time (weekend and leisure time vs. weekdays and work time). Cui and
Roto (2008) used log files and contextual inquiries to identify three categories of
information-seeking behavior on mobiles. Nicholas, Clark, Rowlands, and Jamali (2013)
used Europeana log files to explain information-seeking behavior on personal
computers and different brands of mobile devices.
METHODOLOGY DATASETS
According to the literature review, the research of information behavior usually
uses clickstream data, and the source of clickstream data can be divided into two aspects
- "User-centric" and "Site-centric". This study uses the social networking site as a basis
to explore the use. In the information behavior of smart phones, the user collects 3
months of clickstream data, and divides each user and session data. In the User-centric
aspect, the community is used as the main axis to establish the relationship with each
community. The relevant categories then use the fixed effect model to explore the effect
of the 24-hour gender age week/end on page views. In the case of Site-centric, the
corresponding analysis is used to understand the concept of relative distribution
between sites and categories, and then the association rules are used to analyze the
probability of simultaneous occurrence of the community and each category.
Association Rules
Agrawal and Srikant (1994) proposed association rules to describe a method for
uncovering relationships between data in large databases. To select interesting rules
from all possible rules, criteria such as minimum thresholds on support (i.e., how
frequently the rules appeared in the database; Formula 1 and confidence (i.e., how often
the rules were found to be true; Formula 2) were considered. In 1997, Berry and Linoff
(1997) proposed another criteria-lift; the lift rule is the ratio of the observed support to
that expected if X and Y were independent (Formula 3). If the lift was > 1, the degree
to which those two occurrences are dependent on one another was measurable can be
determined, making lift a useful prediction tool.
Support(A → B) = P(A ∪ B)‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧Formula 1
Confidence(A → B) = P(B|A)‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧Formula 2
P(A ∩B)

Lift(A → B) = P(A)P(B)‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧Formula 3

Jaccard Index
The Jaccard Index is often used to compare the similarity, dissimilarity, and
distance of data sets. It measures similarity between finite sample sets and is defined as
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the size of the intersection set divided by the size of the union of the sample sets
(Formula 4).
P(A ∩B)

Jaccard Index： P(A

‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧‧Formula 4

∪B)

Dataset
In this study, we cooperated with and collected data from InsightXplorer Limited,
Taiwan, which maintains an online panel for Taiwan’s cyber market and tracks panelists’
online smartphone clickstream data. When clients agree to join the smartphone panel,
an app is installed on their smartphones and their clickstream data is automatically sent
to our database.
Scope of Data
This study selected six categories: SNS, news, shopping, forums, videos, and blogs.
Websites and apps to be examined were based on InsightXplorer’s report on the top 100
sites. The members of the categories “Web” and “App” are listed in Table 1. “Web”
here refers to data obtained from browsers (in contrast to that obtained from
applications).
Table 1. The Target of Categories and Sites
Categories
SNS

New

Shopping

Forum

Video

Sites name

Web name

App name

Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/

facebook

China Times

http://www.chinatimes.com/

chinatimes

Liberty Times Net

http://www.ltn.com.tw/

ltn

udnnews

http://udn.com/

udn

ETtoday

http://www.ETtoday.net/

ETtoday

Apple Daily

http://www.appledaily.com.tw/

appledaily

Ruten

http://www.ruten.com.tw/

ruten

Taobao

http://taobao.com/

taobao

Rakuten

http://www.rakuten.com.tw/

rakuten

Pcstore

http://www.pcstore.com.tw/

pcstore

Momoshop

http://www.momoshop.com.tw/ momoshop

Ptt

http://www.ptt.cc/

mo ptt

Mobile01

http://www.mobile01.com/

mobile01

Gamer

http://www.gamer.com.tw/

gamer

Youtube

http://www.youtube.com/

youtube

Youku

http://www.youku.com/

youku

Funshion

http://www.fun.tv/

fun
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Pixnet

http://www.pixnet.net/

pixnet

Xuite

http://xuite.net/

xuite

Data Processing and Sample
The purpose of web mining is to find valuable information from a large amount of
information, so how to define the scope of web log files and make cleanup is a very
important and complex task. In this study, the user's permission to install the App in the
user's smartphone, and collect relevant data, including the date and time of user opening
the App and browsing the web page. And return these data to the server for web usage
mining. According to the web log file processing method reported by Cooley et al.
(1999), this study used data cleaning, user identification, and session identification to
preprocess the data, as follows:
1. Data cleaning
To ensure data quality, garbled text and entries with missing data points must be
discarded. Table 2 shows the cleaned data. The field of Category records the category
items set by this study; the field of Browsing records the user’s application at that time.
Table 2. Meta Data Field
UserID

Date

Time

Category

App/Web

Browsing

2.

Identification and sorting
Because our data was recorded by user ID, user identification was simple. User
identification proved helpful when sorting data. The data was organized by user ID and
browsing date. An example is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. The Example After User Identification and Sorting
UserID

3.

Date

Time

Category App/Web

Browsing

A

2015/08/01 07:20:29 sns

App

Facebook

A

2015/08/01 13:40:28 forum

web

http://www.ptt.cc/

A

2015/08/01 13:40:33 news

web

http://www.ltn.com.tw/

Session identification
A session refers to a series of interactions between two communication end points
that occur during the span of a single connection. Session identification is simple when
using sorted data. This study set a session limit of 15 minutes (900 seconds). When
users’ browsing time exceeds 15 minutes, the data is recorded as a new session. In this
step, compared with the collected data, the session duration (unit: seconds) and ID (form:
yyyymmdd+serial number) were recorded, as were the session dates and time stamps.
Finally, whether the session was established using an application or a browser was
recorded. The example is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. The Example After Session Identification
SessionID

User
ID

Date

Time

Category

App/Web

Browsing

Duration
(seconds)

201508011000001

A

2015/08/01

15:42:50

sns

App

Facebook

160

201508011000001

A

2015/08/01

15:45:30

forum

web

http://www.ptt.cc/

573

201508011000002

A

2015/08/01

18:45:30

news

web

http://www.ETtoday.net/

100

201508011000003

A

2015/08/01

20:00:10

sns

App

Facebook

309

After the three steps of data processing, we set a standard to select our sample. Users who
browsed at least once monthly were deemed suitable for the study. We collected a total of 580
smartphone user samples as presented in Table 5.

Table5. The Sample Profile

Data From
2015/08
to
2015/10

All unique visitors
Male
Gender
Female
20 and below
21 to30
Age
31 to 40
41 and above

580
284
296
12
194
243
131

RESULTS
Association Rules Calculations
This study used Formulas 1 and 2 to measure the interestingness of rules
discovered in each session. The rule form is P (SNS category’s Site/App → other
categories’ Site/App). We set 1% as the minimum support and confidence. If the rule
satisfied the minimum support and confidence, the lift of each rule was calculated. The
lift's mean and the standard deviation were then stratified into three groups: high lift
(mean + 1/2 standard deviation; x ≧ 2.87), moderate lift (mean ± 1/2 standard
deviation; 1.86 < x ≦ 2.87), and low lift (mean − 1/2 standard deviation; x ≦ 1.86).
The result shows in Table 6. The Facebook App has high lift degree with News
(udnnews Web, ETtoday App/Web, Apple Daily Web), Forum (Ptt Web), Video
(Youtube Web) and Blogs (Pixnet Web, Xuite App). Otherwise, Facebook Web has all
moderate lift degree with News (udnnews Web, ETtoday App/Web, Apple Daily Web),
Forum (Ptt App/Web), Video (Youtube Web) and Blogs (Pixnet Web, Xuite App). The
results show that the Facebook Web usage might also important.
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Table 6. The association rules results of Facebook App/Web
SNS

Categories

News

Facebook
App

Shopping
Forum
Video
Blogs

News

Facebook
Web

Forum
Video
Blogs

App/Web

Minimum Minimum
support Confidence

Lift

Lift
degree

udnnews Web

1%

4%

3.21

High

ETtoday App

1%

2%

3.33

High

ETtoday Web

1%

4%

2.95

High

Apple Daily
Web

1%

6%

3.10

Ruten App

1%

2%

2.37

Moderate

Ruten Web

1%

2%

2.11

Moderate

Ptt App

1%

5%

1.71

Low

Ptt Web

1%

4%

3.23

High

Youtube Web

2%

10%

4.34

High

Pixnet Web

2%

12%

2.92

High

Xuite App

1%

3%

2.92

High

udnnews Web

1%

3%

2.26

Moderate

ETtoday App

1%

2%

2.44

Moderate

ETtoday Web

1%

3%

2.47

Moderate

Apple Daily
Web

2%

5%

2.46

Ptt App

2%

6%

1.94

Moderate

Ptt Web

1%

3%

2.36

Moderate

Youtube Web

2%

5%

2.14

Moderate

Pixnet Web

3%

9%

2.15

Moderate

Xuite App

1%

2%

2.42

Moderate

Xuite Web

1%

2%

2.48

Moderate

High

Moderate

Jaccard Index Calculations
This study used Formula 4 to measure similarities in every session (showed in
Appendix A). The degree of similarity was based on the mean and the standard
deviation of Jaccard Index, which the calculation was the same as association rule. The
three groups were: high similarities (mean + 1/2 standard deviation; x ≧ 0.03),
moderate similarities (mean ± 1/2 standard deviation; 0.01 < x ≦ 0.03), and low
similarities (mean − 1/2 standard deviation; x ≦ 0.01).
According to Jaccard Index, we analysis the similarity between App and the Web.
The result shows in Table 7. We find that there are high similarities degree in News
(ETtoday Web, Apple Daily Web), Forum (Ptt App/Web), Video (Youtube Web) and
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Blogs (Pixnet Web) between Facebook App and the Web. This result reveals that
Facebook App/Web users may have the same information needs.
Table 7. The Jaccard Index results of Facebook App/Web Jaccard Index
SNS

Categories

App/Web

Jaccard Index

Similarities degree

ETtoday Web

0.033

High

Apple Daily Web

0.050

High

Ptt App

0.061

High

Ptt Web

0.031

High

Video

Youtube Web

0.047

High

Blogs

Pixnet Web

0.088

High

udnnews Web

0.036

High

ETtoday Web

0.039

High

Apple Daily Web

0.061

High

Ptt App

0.050

High

Ptt Web

0.042

High

Video

Youtube Web

0.095

High

Blogs

Pixnet Web

0.112

High

News
Facebook
App

Forum

News
Facebook
Web

Forum

Note: This table only shows high similarities degree.

CONCLUSION
We investigated smartphones users’ SNS browsing patterns. Association rules and
the Jaccard Index were used to determine the relationships between SNS and other
variables. According to the Association rules, this study further explores the SNSrelated combinations that users visit in the same session (15 minutes). If users visit the
App or Web of the same category in the same session, it is possible that the App or Web
to be mutually competitive relationship. Examination of the association rules yielded
two results. First, the lift degree of Facebook App is almost high, except Shopping
(Ruten Web/App) and Forum (Ptt App) by contrast, the degree of lift of Facebook Web
was moderate. Second, categories associated with Facebook were similar, although
shopping had a negligible relationship with Facebook Web. The Jaccard Index revealed
high-similarity relationships between Facebook and four categories (regardless of Web
or App): news (ETtoday Web, Apple Daily Web), forums (Ptt App/Web), videos
(Youtube Web), and blogs (Pixnet Web). Concluding this two finding, we can know
that news, forums, videos, or blogs are people will browse together with Facebook in
one session, then we can say that people have those information needs.
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The association rules and Jaccard Index yielded two findings. First, the categories
of news and blogs were predominantly accessed through browsers, not Apps. Hence,
users perhaps had differing informational needs with regard to news and blogs. We
therefore suggest that developers integrate news and blog articles from their websites
into the corresponding Facebook pages, thereby enhancing user experience by catering
to a broader range of interests. Second, with high/middle lift degrees and high similarity
degrees between Facebook Web/App and the selected categories, we infer that
Taiwanese smartphone users use Facebook (both Web and App) as a news-seeking,
topic-seeking, video-seeking and word-of-mouth–seeking platform. That means
Facebook will become a portal. When people want to find something interesting, the
first thing is to open Facebook and searching their timeline.
In the past, we can find that the research of network exploration with smart phones
is rare. Most of them are investigated by questionnaire and focus on the research of
information behavior in single target. In this study, we propose the Association rules
and Jaccard Index to calculate the probability of occurrence between SNS App/Web
and various categories App/Web. And we explain the meaning of users visit in the same
session. However, this study provides insight into the behavior of mobile devices that
will become the focus of future marketing. For each App / Web marketer, they can know
the probability of each category and the SNS appearing at the same time in a short time.
For example: the category of news and Facebook App associated with higher. For the
SNS operators, they can enhance the convenience of users to switch between categories.
By knowing the probability of each category and the SNS appearing at the same time
in a short time, we can understand how the information between App / Web in each
category should be selected for streaming. For example: we can stream Facebook and
the category of news (ETtoday Web, Apple Daily Web) messages to help users browse
news from different sources at the same time.
This study has certain limitations. Through web usage mining, we could only
analyze how users seek and navigate information. However, combining the data with
interviews or questionnaires may provide insight into user motivation and what types
of information are important to the users. Because the categories and Web/App were
determined using InsightXplorer data, the study scale offeres limited diversity.
Additional categories would broaden the scope of the study and provide more detailed
information. In addition, this study examines the relationship between SNS and other
categories. In future research, the user's profile and time can be further explored. For
example, when people browse news and Facebook (weekdays or weekend, 24 hours in
one day) or which age or gender prefer browse Facebook and Forum. With more
exploring, users' information behavior will be more interesting.
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APPENDIX A
Table1. SNS and Various Category of Jaccard Index
Jaccard Index
Categories

Sites name
China Times
Liberty
Times Net

News

udnnews
ETtoday
Apple Daily
Ruten
Taobao

Shopping

Rakuten
Pcstore
Momoshop
Ptt

Forum

Mobile01
Gamer

Video

Youtube

Facebook
App/Web

App

Web

App

0.001

0.001

Web

0.008

0.011

App

0.004

0.004

Web

0.011

0.010

App

0.005

0.007

Web

0.026

0.036

App

0.018

0.025

Web

0.033

0.039

App

0.012

0.017

Web

0.050

0.061

App

0.018

0.017

Web

0.022

0.018

App

0.004

0.005

Web

0.008

0.011

App

0.008

0.008

Web

0.013

0.012

App

0.001

0.001

Web

0.005

0.007

App

0.000

0.000

Web

0.012

0.020

App

0.061

0.050

Web

0.031

0.042

App

0.006

0.005

Web

0.012

0.012

App

0.000

0.001

Web

0.009

0.021

App

0.006

0.010
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Jaccard Index
Categories

Sites name

Youku
Funshion
Pixnet
Blog
Xuite

Facebook
App/Web

App

Web

Web

0.047

0.095

App

0.001

0.001

Web

0.001

0.002

App

0.000

0.001

Web

0.001

0.001

App

0.002

0.004

Web

0.088

0.112

App

0.022

0.026

Web

0.019

0.022
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